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•	 	UV	Stabilised
  Specially formulated to protect against 

breaking down due to the harshness of the 
sun’s rays. 

• 	Competitively	Priced
  The ideal choice for those on a budget but 

still in need of a quality pool cover.

•	 			Saves	Water,	Energy	
and	Chemicals

  A solar cover reduces water evaporation and 
heat loss – saving valuable resources.

• GeoBubble technology
  The unique bubble shape has been proven 

to withstand both chemical and UV attack. A 
smooth shape and uniform thickness results 
in an increased expected lifespan of 25% in 
comparison with conventional bubble covers.

The classic blue pool cover
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Solar	Cover
• Eliminate Water Evaporation

With a Plastica pool cover you will be    
reducing your water consumption and    
your water charges, as well as saving a   
vital natural resource.  Research carried   
out, in collaboration with the Brighton and   
London Metropolitan Universities, proved   
that the evaporation loss in the UK for  
an average sized pool, 4m x 8m, is    
approximately 32,000 litres per year. 
This figure is considerably higher for  
hotter climates.

• Reduce Debris Contamination
Debris such as leaves, dirt, insects and bird 
droppings are not only unsightly in a pool but  
also provide nutrients for algae and bacteria 
to feed on. When the pool is covered these 
contaminants will be kept out of the water,  
greatly improving the quality and appearance  
of the water.

• Save Money
A Plastica solar cover will save money by 
reducing water evaporation and saving energy. 
The pool cover will typically pay for itself in  
less than a year.

• Warranty
The Plastica 400 micron solar covers have  
a 3 year pro rata warranty.

• Environmental Benefits
By reducing the amount of energy needed to  
heat and filter your pool water, a Plastica solar  
cover will greatly reduce your CO2 footprint.  
It also conserves water and, at the end of its life,  
a Plastica solar cover is 100% recyclable.

Eliminate water evaporation

Retain heat

Solar energy gain
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